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Abstract 
The article discusses the topic of the application range of statistical methods in estimating property 
value on the grounds of a comparative approach. The analysis of application effects to estimate the 
unitary value of properties, respectively similar and dissimilar sets of market properties, by using the 
method of least squares and a linear price model. The prepared test set was developed from a priori 
assumed explanatory variable values as well as deterministically specified dependent variables 
(simulated prices) which were subjected to additional modification by a random factor. On the basis of 
the prepared set and series of accounting experiments, the estimation effects of any property out of a 
tested set were analyzed, understood as the determination of the value of the function of explanatory 
variables in the way of extrapolation or interpolation of values describing these variables. The 
experiments carried out show that the estimation of an explanatory variable for a random property 
out of a set of elements serving as the estimation base can be reliable only when it is related to the 
interpolation in the set of explanatory variables of this base. The application as an estimation base – a 
set in relation to which explanatory variables of the estimated property exceed the limits of 
corresponding variables, requires the completion of a basic set with records describing properties 
similar or close to the estimated property so that the values of explanatory variables for the estimated 
property are contained in the appropriate subsections of values of corresponding explanatory 
variables of the basic set. 

The paper refers to the issue of defining property market value indicating, by the prism of 
conducted experiments, that the estimation results obtained by means of statistical methods do not 
always meet the requirements of the statutory definition of market value, and hear rather in the 
direction of a result corresponding to the  so-called "desk appraisal" result.  
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1. Introduction   

The use of statistical methods in property appraisal seems to be an intrinsic part of the tool set used by 
appraisers. Statistical methods are included in the recommended procedures applied for property 
valuation, present in both Polish as well as European and international standards of real estate 
appraisal. They are applied all over the world, in many contexts and under many circumstances. 
Therefore, their presence cannot and should not be undermined. However, the cases of the abuse or 
improper use of these methods cannot be disregarded. Their complexity and, generally speaking, 
poorly propagated deep knowledge of them (and in the case of potential recipients of valuations, their 
frequent lack of basic knowledge), allow for what are not fully professional actions, by which the 
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valuer, under the cover of complicated calculations and difficult jargon, can arrive at conclusions 
based on false premises.  

In Polish legal circumstances, formulated mainly in the Real Estate Economy Act., applying 
statistical methods is treated as a part of the comparative approach (§ 4.2 ROZPORZĄDZENIE ... 2004). 
An essential element of this approach is the issue of similarity, the similarity of comparative 
properties in relation to the object of assessment/valuation, as well as the similarity of comparative 
properties in relation to each other (ZYGA 2011,2012). In most strictly econometric issues of property 
evaluation, this problem seems to have been disregarded, not only in the past years  (BENJAMIN et al. 
2004; BITNER 2004), but  nowadays too (BERACHA, BABAJIDE, WINTOKI 2013; KIEHELÄ, FALKENBACH 

2014). Only a few researchers, while analyzing the real estate market statistical model, take the 
problem of similarity into account (BARAŃSKA 2004; MESZEK 2013).  

On one hand, the concept of accounting for the similarities of analyzed elements in analysis 
restricts the universality of statistical methods included in the range of appraisal procedures. 
However, such an imposed restriction gives reliability of the valuation results obtained by means of 
statistical methods. Due to this fact, the present research raises the question of whether the issue of 
similarity between comparative properties in relation to the valuated property, as well as similarity of 
comparative properties in relation to each other, influences the results of the value estimation of the 
property in question, and if so - to what extent. 

2. Description of experiment   

In order to examine the issue of the impact of similarity between the properties constituting the 
elements of the referential set on the results of the value estimation of random properties, the 
following detailed problems have been defined:    

– the impact of the cohesion of the results of market features of properties in the referential set on 
standard deviation of the estimation of selected test objects, 

– the impact of the degree of dissimilarity between test objects in terms of selected features in 
relation to property in the referential set on the standard deviation of the estimation of these 
objects.    

The above shown problems were analyzed with the use of test models covering simulated price 
observations Y (unit prices of hypothetical market objects) together with assumed parameters X, 
related to them by the matrix of explanatory variables A. A constant and three elements related to 
price observations Y by explanatory variables were adopted as the model parameters (included in 
matrices A). The values of these variables were determined using basic gradation in even division 
into three quantities, as shown in Tab. 1:    

Table 1 
Set of values of explanatory variables in basic model  

Constant Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 

1 2, 3, 4 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3 

Source: own study. 

In the alternative variants, every estimation scale was extended by quantities, respectively: "1" as 
well as "4, 5" creating the ranges of values shown below.    

Table 2 
Set of values of explanatory variables in alternative models  

Constant Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 

1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3, 4 

Source: own study. 

Matrix A, presented below, contains the compiled systems of explanatory variables (understood as 
relations ρ(y,a), ρ: Y×A→X, as written by Pawlak (PAWLAK 1983). In an alternative variant, Matrix A2 
was built as a Matrix A1 extended by a section corresponding to the description of market elements 
distinct from (dissimilar to) the elements from set A1. Symbols a, b, c in Tab. 3, in the last section, stand 
for positions complemented in the alternative versions acc. to the list in Tab. 4. 
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Table 3 
Matrix  of explanatory variables of test model in a basic variant (VB) 

Constant Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable3 

1 2 2 1 

1 2 3 2 

1 2 4 3 

1 3 2 2 

1 3 3 3 

1 3 4 1 

1 4 2 3 

1 4 3 2 

1 4 4 1 

1 a b c 

Source: own study. 

Table 4 
Variants of explanatory variable matrix  completion  

Alternative variant a b c 

VA1 1 1 4 

VA 2 2 2 4 

VA 3 3 3 4 

VA 4 4 4 4 

VA 5 5 5 4 

Source: own study. 

Due to the assumption of the full simulation of conditions that could create specific unit prices Y,  
values of parameters X as well as distortions E1 (basic variant VB) and respectively E2 (alternative 
variant VA), shown in Tab. 5, were also assumed as known. Parameters X, through linear 
combinations with independent variables A, produce the model values of prices. Simulated prices Y, 
however, should also take into account random disturbances that have an impact on the prices created 
on the real market. In the performed simulation, vectors E1 and, respectively, E2 (interpreted as true 
errors in respect to true values), play the role of these disturbances. 

 Y = A· X +E (1) 

The values of simulated prices - dependent variables Y1 in basic variant (VB), disturbed by 
distortions E1 and respectively variables Y21,…,Y25 in alternative variants (VA), disturbed by 
distortions E2 , have been  shown in Tab. 6.  

Adopted error values from vectors E1, E2 should obviously aim to reach the value of zero (an 
expected value) but in the considered case, where the demonstrated data sets (Tab. 3,4) include up to 
nine/ten records, this condition does not hold true in practice. Therefore, the specific shape (Tab. 5) of 
disturbance vectors was proposed. 

Standard deviations of simulated dependent variables, calculated on the basis of a priori known 
distortions E, assuming that they constitute true errors, are respectively σ1= 1,155 and σ2= 1,140. 

For the needs of further verifications, five test objects were prepared. They are described by sets of 
a priori assumed explanatory variable values (Tab. 7). On this basis, the resulting model values were 
determined. Since such created values are not stressed by any disturbance, they are regarded as error-
free true values (TV). One should not interpret this quantity as a typical price (like Y). Price Y does not, 
however, precisely represent the value hidden behind it.  
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Table 5 
Vectors of parameters X, of disturbances E1, E2 

 

Source: own study. 

Table 6 
Vectors of simulated values of dependent variables (prices) Y1 (VB) and Y2 (VA) in particular sub-

options 

Y1 Y21 Y22 Y23 Y24 Y25 

20 20 20 20 20 20 

25 25 25 25 25 25 

28 28 28 28 28 28 

22 22 22 22 22 22 

27 27 27 27 27 27 

25 25 25 25 25 25 

28 28 28 28 28 28 

24 24 24 24 24 24 

26 26 26 26 26 26 

 26 29 32 35 38 

Source: own study. 

Table 7 
Characteristics of test objects and their model values  

Source: own study. 

In the course of the conducted calculations, the above model values were used as reference 
(control) values for the results of proper test object value estimations (understood as the potential unit 
values of real estate), obtained with use of individual test models A.  

number 
 of test 
objects 

A priori model parameters (XT) Model value -  true value  
of the object (TV) 

TV = AIND·X 
10 1 2 3 

Evaluation of test objects (AIND) 

Constant Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 

1 1 1 1 4 25 

2 1 2 2 4 28 

3 1 3 3 4 31 

4 1 4 4 4 34 

5 1 5 5 4 37 
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The calculations were implemented by a typical procedure of the least squares method, with use of 
a linear model and taking into account stochastic component ε. 

 Y = A· X +ε (2) 

Explanatory variable standardization was performed separately in each data set of every variant. 
This resulted in the evaluation of the highest values of test object variables, with figures exceeding the 
range of (0,1).  

 
The obtained results have been compiled in Tabs. 8, 9, 10:  

Table 8 
Quality characteristics of particular test models  

 Variant of model 

Root Mean Squared 
Error RMSE  

of VA/VB Model 

Coefficient of 
determination  

R2 

Proportion 
coefficient  

U= 
RMSEVA : RMSEVB 

 Basic VB 1.348 0.843 1.000 

Alternative VA1 1.304 0.827 0.967 

Alternative VA 2 1.369 0.845 1.016 

Alternative VA 3 1.427 0.880 1.059 

Alternative VA 4 1.428 0.917 1.059 

Alternative VA 5 1.393 0.945 1.033 

Source: own study. 

Table 9 
Results of estimations of test object values in the basic variant (VB) 

No. of 
test 

object 

Standardized assessments of object valuation  Estimation of 
values of test 

objects 

RMSEIND 
Average error 
of estimated 

value 

True error of 
estimated value  

Constant  Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3    

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1.5 24.190 1.869 -0.810 

2 1 0 0 1.5 26.910 1.362 -1.090 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1.5 29.629 1.204 -1.371 

4 1 1 1 1.5 32.348 1.507 -1.652 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 35.067 2.079 -1.933 

Source: own study. 

Table 10 
Results of estimations of test object values in alternative variants (VA) 

No. 
of 

test 
object 

Standardized assessments of object valuation Estimation of 
values of test 

objects 

RMSEIND 
Average error 
of estimated 

value  

True error of 
estimated value  

 Constant Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3    

 
Variant VA1: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.000; 0.000; 

1;) 

1 1 0 0 1 25.381 1.057 0.381 

2 1 0.333 0,333 1 27.712 0.865 -0.288 

3 1 0.667 0,667 1 30.051 1.041 -0.949 

4 1 1 1 1 32.382 1.456 -1.618 

5 1 1.333 1,333 1 37.713 1.964 0.713 
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Variant VA2: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.000; 0.000; 

1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 25.539 1.424 0.539 

2 1 0 0 1 27.963 0.973 -0.037 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 30.393 0.993 -0.607 

4 1 1 1 1 32.817 1.464 -1.183 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 35.240 2.102 -1.760 

 Variant VA3: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.5; 0.5; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 25.095 1.839 0.095 

2 1 0 0 1 27.884 1.208 -0.116 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 30.681 0.950 -0.319 

4 1 1 1 1 33.470 1.310 -0.530 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 36.259 1.974 -0.741 

 Variant VA4: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 24.268 1.977 -0.732 

2 1 0 0 1 27.448 1.375 -0.552 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 30.638 0.981 -0.362 

4 1 1 1 1 33.818 1.064 -0.182 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 36.997 1.547 -0.003 

 Variant VA5: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.333 -0.333 1 23.709 1.884 -1.291 

2 1 0 0 1 27.061 1.401 -0.939 

3 1 0.333 0.333 1 30.419 1.034 -0.581 

4 1 0.667 0.667 1 33.774 0.933 -0.226 

5 1 1 1 1 37.125 1.169 0.125 

Source: own study. 

On the basis of the comparative analysis of basic and alternative test models in Tab. 8, it can be 
concluded that the extension of the data set always has an unfavorable effect on the quality of the 
model related to this set. Similar conclusions can also be found in (HOZER et al. 2002, KALIBATAS et al. 
2012 and BEAMONTE et al. 2013). However, attention ought to be paid to the detailed results in Tab. 9 
and 10. Average errors of value estimation for particular test objects are always better (lower) in 
alternative estimation variants. In Tab. 10, underlining indicates the identicalness of the estimated test 
object variable assessments and the assessments of analogous variables of objects complementing the 
matrix of explanatory variables of the test model in the basic variant. Moreover, the values of the 
available true errors (understood as the differences between particular estimations in relation to 
deterministically determined error-free model values – likely to be controlled only in simulation 
models) are also lower. Particular attention ought to be paid to the observation that, in reference to 
test models of characteristics exceeding the ranges of explanatory variable values occurring in 
respective A matrices, the attachment of a record with characteristics similar to those of the given test 
object to the set of observations  creating the given model demonstrates the minimization of the 
average error of value estimation of this object. This is illustrated more clearly in Tab. 11, where the 
proper proportions of mean squared errors have been compiled.  Proportions U of root mean squared 
errors of models (RMSE):  

 U = RMSEVA : RMSEVB (3) 

which also happens to be shown in Tab. 8, indicates the degree of quality adjustment (expressed by 
error RMSE) of the alternative model, which includes the extension of the basic Y1, A1 model set by 
subsequent, additional records (from Tab. 7). However, respective individual root mean squared 
errors of models (RMSE) of individual test object value estimations, in alternative variants (VA) in 
relation to analogous errors from the basic variant (VB), were juxtaposed in proportions UIND:  

 UIND = RMSEINDVA : RMSEINDVB (4)  
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This illustrates the estimation change of mean errors RMSEIND for every estimation of one out of 
five test objects in the individual variants of the alternative model relative to the corresponding error 
in estimation on the basis of the basic model. RMSEIND errors were set out as errors of linear functions 
of parameters X and variables describing the specific test object. Underlining in Tab. 11 indicates the 
locally lowest values of proportion coefficients UIND (and also UIND : U ) showing a strong relationship 
between the cases of minimizing proportion coefficients UIND  and cases of the identicalness of values 
of explanatory variable assessments of test objects with the assessments of analogous variables of 
objects complementing matrix  of explanatory variables of the test model in the basic variant. 

Table 11 
Results of estimations of test objects in alternative variants (VA) 

No. 
of 

test 
object 

 
Standardized assessments of object valuation 

Proportion 
coefficient  

U= 
RMSEVA : 
RMSEVB 

Proportion 
coefficient  

UIND= 
RMSEINDVA : 
RMSEINDVB 

 
UIND : U 

 

 Constan 
t 

Variabl
e 1 

Variable 2 Variable 3    

 
Variant VA1: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.000; 0.000; 

1;) 

1 1 0 0 1 0.967 0.566 0.585 

2 1 0.333 0.333 1  0.635 0.657 

3 1 0.667 0.667 1  0.865 0.894 

4 1 1 1 1  0.966 0.999 

5 1 1.333 1.333 1  0.945 0.977 
 Variant VA2: Standardized  variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.00; 0.00; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 1.016 0.762 0.750 

2 1 0 0 1  0.714 0.703 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1  0.825 0.812 

4 1 1 1 1  0.971 0.957 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1  1.011 0.996 

 Variant VA3: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.5; 0.5; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 1.059 0.984 0.929 

2 1 0 0 1  0.887 0.838 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1  0.789 0.745 

4 1 1 1 1  0.869 0.821 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1  0.949 0.897 

  Variant VA4: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 1.059 1.058 0.999 

2 1 0 0 1  1.010 0.953 

3 1 0.5 0.5 1  0.815 0.769 

4 1 1 1 1  0.706 0.666 

5 1 1.5 1.5 1  0.744 0.702 

 Variant VA5: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.333 -0.333 1 1.033 1.008 0.975 

2 1 0 0 1  1.029 0.995 

3 1 0.333 0.333 1  0.859 0.831 

4 1 0.667 0.667 1  0.619 0.599 

5 1 1 1 1  0.562 0.544 

Source: own study. 
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The proportion UIND : U is independent in relation to RMSEVA and RMSEVB, and thus demonstrates 
the impact of the set A extension procedure itself in the alternative model in relation to a set A and the 
basic model, as well as the similarity relationship between the object complementing the set and the 
test model. However, similarity in this case is understood as a simple relation of variable values 
describing both compared elements.  The proportion UIND : U remains closely adjusted to the 
dissimilarity of the element complementing the basic set A with the estimated test model (measured 
by Euclidean distance), which is illustrated by the contents of Tab. 12.   

Apart from the conclusions described above, the presented examples of estimations, due to their 
simulative nature, enable additional characteristic features of calculations to be revealed with the use 
of the least squares method, which has its restrictions, as do the majority of methods which are 
possible to apply. Due to having control over the adopted assumptions (shown in Tabs. 1 - 7), 
theoretical model values that were treated as error-free, were determined for particular test objects, 
which, if transformed into true cases, can be treated as the equivalent of true values. These values 
have been presented in Tab. 7. These are unattainable control elements in true conditions, additionally 
revealing how relevant or irrelevant the results of a particular performed estimation are. The analysis 
of qualities marked as true errors proves that, despite proper accounting of the estimations carried 
out, and despite their theoretical improvement thanks to the applied complements of the reference set 
of transactions, one does not have full control of the relevance of calculations. Openly admitted 
distortion E of hypothetical transaction prices Y,  whose possible decrease would make the results 
coherent, is to be blamed for such a phenomenon. Relatively large values of distortions E were 
intended to bring the performed simulation examples closer to the real conditions in which these 
distortions are unknown, and the assumption that they can take on minimized quantities is 
unacceptable.   

Table 12 
Outcomes of result improvement of test object estimation in relation to relative similarity  

No. 
of 

test 
object 

Standardized assessments of object valuation UIND : U 
 

Euclidean distance 
relative to 

complementing 
object  

Pearson 
product-
moment 

correlation 
coefficient  Constan

t 
Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3   

 
Variant VA1: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.00; 0.00; 

1;) 

1 1 0 0 1 0.585 0.000 0.939 

2 1 0.333 0.333 1 0.657 0.471  

3 1 0.667 0.667 1 0.894 0.943  

4 1 1 1 1 0.999 1.414  

5 1 1.333 1.333 1 0.977 1.885  

 
Variant VA2: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.00; 0.00; 

1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 0.750 0.471 0.957 

2 1 0 0 1 0.703 0.000  

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.812 0.472  

4 1 1 1 1 0.957 0.943  

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.996 1.414  

 Variant VA3: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 0.5; 0.5; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 0.929 0.943 0.984 

2 1 0 0 1 0.838 0.472  

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.745 0.000  

4 1 1 1 1 0.821 0.471  

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.897 0.942  

 Variant VA4: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.5 -0.5 1 0.999 1.414 0.950 
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2 1 0 0 1 0.953 0.943  

3 1 0.5 0.5 1 0.769 0.471  

4 1 1 1 1 0.666 0.000  

5 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.702 0.471  

 Variant VA5: Standardized variables of object assessments complementing the basic set (1; 1; 1; 1;) 

1 1 -0.333 -0.333 1 0.975 1.885 0.951 

2 1 0 0 1 0.995 1.414  

3 1 0.333 0.333 1 0.831 0.942  

4 1 0.667 0.667 1 0.599 0.471  

5 1 1 1 1 0.544 0.000  

Source: own study. 

3. Conclusions  

Despite the critical nature of the above remarks on the problem of controlling the relevance of 
calculations, the presented results prove the significance of similarity occurring between set 
components of explanatory variables, serving as the base for the development of the model, in 
estimating the value of real estate by using the least squares method.  In contrast to common 
assessments, the model of explained variables, based on a set of explanatory values and taking into 
account the relatively narrow rating scale of these variables, sometimes leads to worse results of 
estimations of tested real estate properties (measured by average errors RMSE and RMSEIND) than an 
analogous model containing an element having similar values of explanatory variables to the 
characteristics of the property being estimated. The set of root mean square errors of models RMSE 
(Tab. 8) proves that coherence between the assessments of market features of real estate in a reference 
set decreases the quality of extended models. 

 

Fig. 1. Results of variant (VB/VA) appraisal of tested object value No. 1 in relation to the true value 
(TV). Source: own study. 

 

Fig. 2. Results of variant (VB/VA) appraisal of test object value No. 2 in relation to true value (TV).  
Source: own study 
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Fig. 3. Results of variant (VB/VA) appraisal of test object value No. 3 in relation to true value (TV).  
Source: own study. 

Dissimilarity of test objects in terms of the assessment of selected characteristics relative to 
properties in a reference set, thus the necessity of estimating the value of an explained variable for the 
system of assessments (explanatory variables) imposing extrapolation beyond the rating scale applied 
to the collected reference set, leads to inaccurate estimations measured by the average error RMSEIND 
of estimated value (e.g. the first and last estimation in Tab. 9). The quality of this set is radically 
improved by the enlargement of a reference set by an element similar to the estimated object by the 
quantities of explanatory variables describing it (Tab. 10). As it was shown by the conducted research, 
besides the improvement of statistically valuated correctness of estimation, the erroneousness of such 
an estimation, measured in relation to the true value, is minimized by such complementing of the set 
of transactions on the basis of which the price model is developed. This is well illustrated by the 
graphs shown above and below (Fig. 1-5). 

 

Fig.  4. Results of variant (VB/VA) appraisal of test object value No. 4 in relation to the true value 
(TV).  Source: own study. 

 

Fig.  5. The results of variant (VB/VA) appraisal of test object value No. 5 in relation to the true value 
(TV). Source: own study. 

However, one must keep in mind that the presented tests are based on sets of extremely small 
numbers, the application of a differential method, as well as basing the calculations on a simulation 
example (where all essential reference elements are defined), make it possible to pose a working 
hypothesis that the drawn conclusions can be considered as relevant.   

The results of the conducted test should be regarded as a warning against the temptation to treat 
statistical methods as a universal tool, operating automatically, also in reference to poorly 
recognizable phenomena, which real estate are regarded as. They also incline one to resign from the 
appraisal of property on the basis of a model developed with the use of information on transactions 
referring to dissimilar properties or bearing little resemblance to the valuated object, even if these 
properties meet the location condition described in Art. 161.2 of the Act of Real Estate Management 
("The value of representative real estate is determined with the use of property transaction prices on the territory 
of administrative district"). It is also worth bearing in mind that, despite the nature of statistical methods 
benefiting from the fact of the dissimilarity of objects whose characteristics and transaction prices are 
used to develop a prices/values model, the similarity, even of a part, of the elements of this model to 
the valuated object prejudge the acceptable estimation accuracy characteristics and allow the 
estimated value to be closer to the actual value.  

It is worth mentioning here that, for the purpose of property appraisal, price/value models should 
be developed on the basis of attributes having a real association with the market features of the 
properties themselves (§ 4.1 ROZPORZĄDZENIE ... 2004).  In Polish legal conditions, acc. to (Art. 149 
USTAWA ... 1997) and (§ 4.2 ROZPORZĄDZENIE ... 2004), determining the market value of real estate with 
the use of statistical methods was established as a part of the comparative approach. Thus, in relation 
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to determining the market values of properties with the use of statistical methods, the principles of 
econometrics cannot be used exclusively, yet the rules from the Art. 153.1 of the Act of Real Estate 
Management (USTAWA ... 1997) must be respected („The comparative approach is applied when the prices 
and features of properties similar to valuated property are known”). The restriction of conditions for the 
application of statistical methods to estimate a property value will function until an appraisal method 
corresponding to the appraisal performed by so-called "desk appraisal" appears in Polish legislation. 
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